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Look Behind You Dec 10 2020 #1 New York Times bestselling author Iris Johansen and Edgar Award-winning author Roy Johansen are back with
Look Behind You, a novel featuring Kendra Michaels—hired gun for both the CIA and FBI. A serial killer is on the loose in San Diego with a most
unusual M.O. With each kill, the perpetrator leaves behind mystifying random objects. In this confusing array of unrelated evidence, the one thing
that is clear is that the murders all have one characteristic in common: they all require the specific skills of Kendra Michaels, hired gun for both the
CIA and FBI. Kendra, who was blind for the first twenty years of her life, gained her sight through a revolutionary surgical procedure and now uses
her acute powers of observation to assist in cases all over the United States. FBI investigators soon make a startling discovery: the left-behind objects
are actually souvenirs of other unsolved serial murder cases from around the country. And the new crimes feature “holdback” characteristics never
disclosed to the general public—meaning that one single killer was behind the nation’s most notorious serial murder cases and has now come to
challenge and taunt Kendra. The investigators—a “dream team” of profilers—join Kendra in the pursuit, but as the body count rises and the
detectives themselves become the newest targets, Kendra must risk everything to defeat a psychopath whose terrifying plan is years in the making...
Live to See Tomorrow Jan 11 2021 Catherine Ling is one of the CIA's most prized operatives. Raised on the unforgiving streets of Hong Kong, she
was pulled into the agency at the age of fourteen, already having accumulated more insight and secrets than the most seasoned professionals in her
world. If life has taught her anything, it is not to get attached, but there are two exceptions to that rule: her son Luke and her mentor Hu Chang.
When Luke was kidnapped at the age of two, it nearly broke her. Now, nine years later, her son has astonishingly been returned to her and Catherine
vows never to fail him again. But when her job pulls her away from home, she relies on the brilliant and deadly Hu Chang to safeguard Luke in her
absence. Erin Sullivan, an American journalist with mysterious ties to Hu Chang, has been kidnapped in Tibet. If Catherine doesn't agree to
spearhead the CIA rescue mission, she knows that Hu Chang himself will go, a possibility she can't risk. But she will be facing a monster whose
crimes stretch back forty years, always eluding the CIA. The job grows even more complicated when Catherine meets Richard Cameron, a supposed
ally who's clearly not telling all he knows. Their attraction is immediate, but Catherine isn't at all sure that he can be trusted. If she's going to rescue
this journalist with a story worth killing for, she'll need to keep Cameron very close. From the treacherous landscape of the Himalayas to the twisting
back alleys of San Francisco, the clock is ticking for Catherine and those she loves most. At every turn she faces a ruthless enemy who is determined
to keep the truth buried, even if it means that none of them live to see tomorrow, in this New York Times bestselling novel from Iris Johansen.
The Killing Game Nov 01 2022 A merciless killer on the hunt...an innocent child in his sights...a woman driven to the edge to stop him... The killer
knows Eve Duncan all too well. He knows the pain she feels for her murdered daughter, Bonnie, whose body has never been found. He knows that as
one of the nation's top forensic sculptors she'll insist on identifying the nine skeletons unearthed on a bluff near Georgia's Talladega Falls. He knows
she won't be able to resist the temptation of believing that one of those skeletons might be her daughter's. But that is only the beginning of the
killer's sadistic game. He wants Eve one on one, and he'll use his ace in the hole to make sure she complies. And he won't stop playing until he claims
the prize he wants most: Eve's life.
Smokescreen May 03 2020 In this pulse-pounding thriller from #1 New York Timesbestselling author Iris Johansen, forensic sculptor Eve Duncan
journeys to Africa to help families torn apart by a violent attack deep in the jungle -- but she may be putting herself in more danger than she knows. A
journalist shows up on Eve Duncan's doorstep with a plea for help. Jill Cassidy has just come from a small African village with a heart wrenching
story: half the villagers -- many of them children -- have been killed in a horrific attack by guerilla soldiers, the bodies burned beyond recognition.
Now, the families desperately need Eve's help to get closure and begin to heal. But when Eve arrives in the remote jungle, she begins to suspect that
Jill's plea may have been a cover story for a deeper, more sinister plot. Isolated and unsure who she can trust, Eve finds herself stranded in an
unstable country where violence threatens to break out again at any moment and with only her own instincts to rely on if she hopes to get home to
her family alive . . . #1 New York Times bestselling author Iris Johansen is back with one of her most exhilarating and dangerous adventures yet in
this "riveting" high-stakes thriller (Publishers Weekly).
The Face of Deception The Killing Game The Search Nov 28 2019 When wealthy businessman John Logan offers her a seemingly routine job of
recreating the face of an unknown murder victim from a skull, forensic sculptor Eve Duncan suddenly finds herself the target of ruthless and
powerful enemies who will stop at nothing to prevent the truth from being revealed.After the murder of her daughter Bonnie and years of work as a
forensic sculptor, Eve had hoped to find some solace in semi-retirement. But when her friend Joe Quinn informs her of the unearthing of multiple
bodies, including those of children, Eve cannot resist getting caught up. Those bones may be Bonnie's, and somewhere out there is a dangerous serial
murderer. With Joe's loyal help, Eve grimly sets out to find a killer. Determined to remain objective, Eve begins to reconstruct the face of one of the
victims. But the killer wants her to become involved, and manipulates Eve's life like a puppeteer. Terrified of the killer but spurred on by her
memories of Bonnie, Eve takes a gamble with her life. She will do whatever the murderer demands: she will be the bait, betting her life for the
chance to save others. As part of an elite K-9 search and rescue team, Sarah Patrick and her golden retriever, Monty, have a gift for finding what no
one else can. But their latest assignment is not like the others. This time Sarah is being forced to take part in a deadly mission ... by a man who
knows enough about her past to ensure her cooperation.
The Naked Eye Jan 29 2020 The Naked Eye is the New York Times bestseller from Iris Johansen and Roy Johansen How can you catch a killer when
everyone thinks he's dead? Kendra Michaels was instrumental in bringing serial killer Eric Colby to justice. And yet, despite his apparent execution at
San Quentin, Kendra is convinced that Colby is still alive. The problem is that she can't prove it. Even her razor-sharp powers of observationdeveloped to an amazing capacity during the twenty years she spent blind and now in constant demand by law enforcement agencies-have gotten her
nowhere. But then a reporter who very publicly humiliated Kendra is murdered. Visiting the crime scene in search of anything that might link the
brutal homicide to Colby, Kendra instead finds evidence that points to her. Finally Colby's master plan becomes clear to her: he is framing Kendra for
murder. Suspicions mount and Kendra is thrust into deadly pursuit to clear her name and catch the killer no one believes exists anymore. A killer who
is always nearby, watching, waiting to make his next move, even as everyone believes him to be dead. A killer whose trail of destruction is invisible to
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the naked eye, despite the carnage he leaves in his wake. It will take everything Kendra has to find and stop Colby--and save her own life one more
time.
The Perfect Witness May 15 2021 A New York Times bestseller from Iris Johansen, author of the Eve Duncan novels. She had the perfect life. She
had the perfect cover. She was the perfect witness. Until they found her. When Teresa Casali was young she discovered she had a strange gift: the
ability to read people's memories. But the gift seemed more like a curse as her mob boss father used her to gain the upper hand in his world of
corruption and violence. Exposed by her own family to the darkest impulses of mankind, Teresa is alone and unprotected. She realizes that if she is to
survive, she has to run. Out of nowhere, or so she believes, a man by the name of Andre Mandak appears. He kills her pursuers—but that's not nearly
enough for Teresa to trust him. It is his promise to get her into Witness Protection, along with his mind-blowing ability to help her control her gift
before it consumes her, that convinces Teresa Casali to become Allie Girard. Living a normal life with a new family, she shuts the door to the past
...although Mandak is clear: when the time is right, he too will benefit from her powers. For years Allie flourishes ...until the day her cover is blown
and the truth comes tumbling out. Once again she is on the run, with her own life and those of her loved ones at stake. But this time she will not be a
pawn. This time she will use her finely honed gift to end the threat that began with her family's betrayal. From perfect target to perfect witness, Allie
Girard is ready to take on the past even if it kills her.
The Persuasion Mar 13 2021 When she becomes a madman's target, Eve Duncan's daughter Jane must team up with longtime love interest Seth
Caleb in this suspense novel from the #1 bestselling author of Smokescreen. Forensic sculptor Eve Duncan and ex-Navy Seal Joe Quinn are about to
give Seth Caleb their trust for the most important duty of his life: keeping their daughter, Jane, safe at any cost. Her talent as an artist has caught the
attention of a brilliant psychopath with a violent past. Seth, Jane's strongest ally and fiercest protector, is determined to keep her out of danger, but
that becomes nearly impossible when Jane is forced to take matters into her own hands and confronts the madman who wants her for himself . . . and
wants Seth Caleb dead. As Jane and Seth chase down their bloodthirsty adversary, they finally commit to a life together -- in the culmination of the
epic love story that fans have been eagerly anticipating. As the two come face to face with danger, one thing is made clear: it will take both of them
working together to confront and defeat this evil.
Killer View Feb 09 2021 An Edgar Award-winning author delivers an explosive thriller about a motorcycle-riding private investigator working a case
that risks innocent lives and leaves her no room for error. An army vet and former bodyguard for the rich and famous, Jessie Mercado has faced all
kinds of danger and always emerged victorious. But one thing this motorcycle-riding private investigator has never encountered before is an
incarceration consultant. Preparing wealthy people to go to prison is big business. When Owen Blake of Mamertine Consulting hires Mercado to find
his missing partner, her suspect list is filled with recently released white-collar criminals, a few drug kingpins, and a couple of murderers to keep
things interesting. As witnesses turn up dead and car chases leave destruction in their wake, Jessie learns just how far someone will go to keep the
fate of one man hidden. But why? To unravel the dark plot, she teams up with Kendra Michaels, a modern-day Sherlock Holmes, and together they
hunt down the lethal secrets of Blake’s company, hell-bent on staying one step ahead of disaster.
The Killing Game Sep 30 2022 A merciless killer on the hunt...an innocent child in his sights...a woman driven to the edge to stop him... The killer
knows Eve Duncan all too well. He knows the pain she feels for her murdered daughter, Bonnie, whose body has never been found. He knows that as
one of the nation's top forensic sculptors she'll insist on identifying the nine skeletons unearthed on a bluff near Georgia's Talladega Falls. He knows
she won't be able to resist the temptation of believing that one of those skeletons might be her daughter's. But that is only the beginning of the
killer's sadistic game. He wants Eve one on one, and he'll use his ace in the hole to make sure she complies. And he won't stop playing until he claims
the prize he wants most: Eve's life.
Body of Lies Apr 25 2022 Eve Duncan, the signature character of #1 New York Times bestselling author Iris Johansen, thought her past was long
buried. Until she finds herself tracking a killer so deceptive he leaves no trace behind—except for his victims. Forensic sculptor Eve Duncan has been
summoned to Baton Rouge by a high-ranking government official to identify the remains of an unknown murder victim. Eve wants nothing to do with
the project. She has finally found peace from her own tragic past, living a quiet life with Atlanta detective Joe Quinn and her adopted daughter, Jane.
Then a stunning series of seemingly unrelated events turns Eve’s new world upside down. Now, in a special government facility, she takes on the
project of identifying the victim’s skeleton. But she hasn’t even begun when another death occurs. Someone totally ruthless, who can strike anywhere
at any time and with seeming immunity, is determined to put a halt to her work, her life, and the lives of those she loves. Eve has stumbled onto a
chilling conspiracy. There is only one person who can give her the devastating truth . . . and he’s already dead.
Dark Summer Nov 08 2020 In the heat of an Australian summer, Inspector Scobie Malone of the New South Wales police finds the body of a
promising informer, Scungy Grime, floating face down in his family's backyard swimming pool. Scobie is investigating Sydney's major drug-dealing
operation, and Grime's murder is a clear warning. Malone's family is put under police protection-a nightmare for Scobie, who had always been able to
separate his professional obligations from his home life. But Scobie is determined not to be frightened off the job and leads the search for the
murderer. Scungy Grime turns out to be only the first victim of an innovative killer who injects his victims with curare. The trail leads in many
directions: to Grime's former boss, retired big-time criminal Jack Aldwych; to Aldwych's son, Junior, who is using his father's ill-gotten fortune to
build a legitimate business empire; to Junior's unlikely girlfriend, Janis, a tough-nut social worker who counsels drug addicts; and to the original
target, Sydney's drug king, Danny Pelong, who is annoyed because an unknown newcomer is muscling in on his patch. The case before Malone is
baffling. Worried as he is for his family's safety, distracted by his partner's troublesome love life, with the bite of economic recession casting gloom,
this dark summer seems endless-until a vital clue appears, and the case begins to unravel.
Dark Summer Oct 27 2019 Working with a makeshift search-and-rescue operation, dedicated veterinarian Devon is thrust into a violent cat-andmouse game involving a vengeful man of dubious trustworthiness and a wounded black Labrador's mysterious pack. By the author of Pandora's
Daughter. 650,000 first printing.
The Killing Game Aug 30 2022 A merciless killer on the hunt . . . An innocent child in his sights . . . A woman driven to the edge to stop him . . . The
killer knows Eve Duncan all too well. He knows the pain she feels for her murdered daughter, Bonnie, whose body has never been found. He knows
that as one of the nation's top forensic sculptors she'll insist on identifying the nine skeletons unearthed on a bluff near Georgia's Talladega Falls. He
knows she won't be able to resist the temptation of believing that one of those skeletons might be her daughter's. But that is only the beginning of the
killer's sadistic game. He wants Eve one on one, and he'll use his ace in the hole to make sure she complies. And he won't stop playing until he claims
the prize he wants most: Eve's life.
Killing Ground Aug 06 2020 Tasked to protect the vital, threatened Merchant Navy convoys in the Western Approaches, Howard finds himself in the
middle of the Battle of the Atlantic—a full-scale war that was a relentless, savage battle against an ever-present enemy and a violent sea in an arena
known to embittered survivors simply as the killing ground. This fictionalized account of the Battle of the Atlantic, which spanned nearly six years
and was the longest military campaign of World War II, is seen through both British and German eyes and deals with the extreme perils of war at sea
and stands as an excellent study in leadership with characters that ring true.
Strong, Hot Winds Aug 18 2021 #1 New York Times bestselling author Iris Johansen gives readers plenty of heat in a sultry tale of love and betrayal
in the hot desert sun. Four years ago, after Cory Brandel’s passionate affair with Sheikh Damon El Karim ended, she gave birth to his son—and kept
it secret from him. When Damon finds out the truth, he kidnaps the boy and takes him across the world to his desert kingdom, knowing Cory will
follow. Damon vows to punish Cory for depriving him of his son and heir, but does he really mean to imprison her in his palace until she surrenders to
him? It is savage, unthinkable—but because she is fighting for her son, Cory has no choice. Time seems to have deepened the alarming heat of her
attraction to this desert pirate, and Cory knows he has only to stoke her body and she will go up in flames. In rage, Damon had intended to bind Cory
to him by force, but instead he is bewildered by his need for her touch. Until now, Cory never understood Damon’s loneliness, but is she strong
enough to give him the enduring love that he needs?
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High Stakes Apr 01 2020 All bets are off as #1 New York Times bestselling author Iris Johansen introduces gambler Logan Tanner, a man with a
secret past that’s about to come back to haunt him. Logan Tanner lives the exhilarating life of a professional gambler, taking risks with nerves of
steel. From casinos in Macau to Monte Carlo to Milan, he’s racked up a fortune and become a living legend. But all the glitz and glamor hide a dark
and violent past as an extractor—a world that comes rushing back to him when the beautiful and innocent Lara Balkon enters his life. Soon Logan is
drawn into the conflict between two Russian mafia bosses over Lara, whose life now hangs in the balance. Logan has been offered something more
valuable to him than money—information he desperately needs—in exchange for getting Lara out of Russia and to safety. Once together, Tanner
discovers that Lara is a force to be reckoned with in her own right. Tanner’s search for the truth leads them to the bright lights of Las Vegas. Where
the person who was hunting Lara now lies in wait for them. With the stakes climbing with each deadly confrontation, Logan and Lara are soon
catapulted into a game against pure evil. The odds are stacked against them, but it’s a game they know they must play…even if it may cost them their
lives.
Eve Apr 13 2021 The #1 bestselling author Iris Johansen delivers the first in a trilogy that will begin to answer questions that have haunted her
legion of fans for over a decade, in her next novel of breathtaking suspense Eve Duncan's mission in life is to bring closure to the families who have
experienced the agony of a missing child. As a forensic sculptor, she is able to piece together bones, create a face, and bring an identity to a child
who would have otherwise gone unidentified...maybe forever. Eve is brilliant, and driven, and tormented--because her own daughter, Bonnie, was
taken from her years ago. And Eve has never discovered what happened to her. But now a name from the past resurfaces, thanks to CIA agent
Catherine Ling who knows all too well what it's like to lose a child. After teaming up with Agent Ling to find her missing son, Eve and Catherine
share a bond forged by their mutual pain. Now, Catherine challenges Eve with a name: John Gallo. A man from Eve's past. A man, seemingly raised
from the dead, whose whereabouts are unknown. Could Gallo be the missing piece to the puzzle that has haunted Eve for years? Why was he in
Atlanta just before Bonnie's disappearance? With a brilliant narrative that goes back to Eve Duncan's early life, exploring her history and motivations
like no other novel before, Eve reveals long-guarded secrets and is guaranteed to leave Johansen fans panting for more.
Bonnie Sep 06 2020 When her beloved 7-year-old daughter disappears during a class trip, forensic sculptor Eve Duncan dedicates her talents to
protecting other children and helping families to find closure while searching for her own daughter's killer, in a conclusion to the trilogy that began
with Eve and Quinn. Reprint. A best-selling novel.
The Bullet Dec 22 2021 From a #1 New York Times bestselling author, a woman finally gets her happily-ever-after ending with the man she
loves—until a woman on the run shows up on her doorstep with enough secrets to get them all killed.
Quinn Jun 03 2020 #1 New York Times bestselling author Iris Johansen explores the darkest corners of the human heart as forensic sculptor Eve
Duncan closes in on the killer who stole her daughter so many years ago. As a former Navy SEAL turned cop, Joe Quinn has seen the face of evil and
knows just how deadly it can be. When he first met Eve Duncan, he never expected to fall in love with a woman whose life would be defined by her
dual desires to bring home her missing daughter and discover the truth behind her disappearance---no matter how devastating. With the help of CIA
agent Catherine Ling, they make a shocking discovery that sheds new light on young Bonnie's abduction and puts Quinn squarely in the crosshairs of
danger. Eve's first love, John Gallo, a soldier supposedly killed in the line of duty, is very much alive---and very much a threat. Emotionally charged,
with one shock after another, Quinn reveals the electricity of Joe and Eve's first connection, and how they fell in love in the midst of haunting
tragedy. As their search takes them deeper and deeper into a web of murder and madness, Joe and Eve must confront their most primal fears . . . and
test their resolve to uncover the ultimate bone-chilling truth.
Firestorm Jun 23 2019 #1 New York Times bestselling author Iris Johansen turns up the heat in this explosive new psychological thriller. This time a
gifted arson investigator teams up with a mysterious operative to stop a killer raging completely out of control... For Kerry Murphy, the inferno is
never far away. The flames of that long-ago night still burn in her nightmares: the heat, the choking smoke, the helplessness. She can never run fast
enough... Now Kerry works as an arson investigator with her evidence-sniffing dog, Sam. Together they're a great team, but her life is about to
change in the time it takes to strike a match. The deadly flames of her past are back, and from out of the ashes a stranger appears. Who is Silver?
And why has he chosen her in the desparate race to find a killer determined to ignite hell on earth? Kerry and Silver may not have a chance against a
psychopath as coldhearted as his method is red-hot. To save themselves and the innocent lives at stake, Kerry will have to do what she hoped she'd
never have to do: fight fire with fire.
Blind Alley Jan 23 2022 The New York Times bestselling author of Firestorm, Iris Johansen, returns with a psychological thriller so terrifying, so
relentlessly paced, it won’t leave you time to catch your breath before the next shock comes. A forensic sculptor is locked in a deadly duel with a
serial killer determined to destroy her—one life at a time. Eve Duncan’s job is to put a face on the faceless victims of violent crimes. Her work not
only comforts their survivors—but helps catch their killers. But there is another, more personal reason that Eve Duncan is driven to do the kind of
work she does—a dark nightmare from a past she can never bury. And as she works on the skull of a newly discovered victim, that past is about to
return all over again. The victim is a Jane Doe found murdered, her face erased beyond recognition. But whoever killed her wasn’t just trying to hide
her identity. The plan was far more horrifying. For as the face forms under Eve’s skilled hands, she is about to get the shock of her life. The victim is
someone she knows all too well. Someone who isn’t dead. Yet. Instantly Eve’s peaceful life is shattered. The sanctuary of the lakeside cottage she
shares with Atlanta detective Joe Quinn and their adopted daughter Jane has been invaded by a killer who’s sent the grimmest of threats: the face of
his next victim. To stop him, Eve must put her own life in the balance and question everything and everyone she trusts. Not even Quinn can go where
Eve must go this time. As the trail of faceless bodies leads to a chilling revelation, Eve finds herself trying to catch a master murderer whose grisly
work is a testament to a mind warped by perversion and revenge. Now she must pit her skills against his in a showdown where the stakes are life
itself—and where the unbearable cost of failure will make Eve’s own murder seem like a mercy killing.
Countdown Aug 25 2019 When it reaches zero, you die. #1 New York Times bestselling author Iris Johansen sets her readers’ pulses racing once
again in this relentless psychological thriller of a young woman caught in a maze of secrets and stalked by a merciless killer. The countdown begins
the moment you open this riveting novel that only grows more electrifying as the pages turn, more exciting as time runs out. . . . “Don’t kill her. She’s
no good to us dead.” These words haunt Jane MacGuire after a shocking attack shatters her world in an instant. Was it a random kidnapping
attempt–or the countdown to something far more sinister? Who is after her–and what do they want so badly they’ll kill anyone in their way? That’s
what Jane is determined to find out, without the help of the police, the FBI, or her adoptive parents, forensic sculptor Eve Duncan and her husband,
Joe Quinn, of the Atlanta PD–because whoever is after her won’t hesitate to hurt those she loves the most. Now Jane will go on the run with the only
man who may be more dangerous than those who are pursuing her. A smuggler, a con man, and who knew what else, Mark Trevor had his own
mysterious reasons for wanting to keep Jane safe and out of the hands of a killer obsessed with a two-thousand-year-old mystery that could rock the
modern-day world. Orphaned at an early age, Jane grew up the hard way, but she was given a new life, a loving family, and a chance to pursue her
interest in one of the greatest archaeological finds ever unearthed. Now someone was trying to destroy that new life before it could even get started.
The past is returning with the kind of vengeance that knows no mercy. The countdown has already begun, and it’s approaching zero faster than
anyone thinks.
The Face of Deception Jul 29 2022 THE FIRST EVE DUNCAN NOVEL An unidentified skull, a trail of shocking secrets, and a woman whose talented
hands could reveal the terrifying truth—#1 New York Times bestselling author Iris Johansen blends these elements into a compelling novel of
suspense, and introduces her most popular character ever: forensic sculptor Eve Duncan. After her beloved daughter vanishes, Eve Duncan survives
by immersing herself in her work. The best in her elite field at rebuilding faces from fragments of skull bones, she helps to put a name to a face, to
identify missing children. It is Eve’s way of coming to terms with her personal nightmare. But more terror lies ahead when she accepts a job from
billionaire John Logan. Beneath Eve’s gifted hands, a face begins to emerge from the skull he has given her to reconstruct—a face that no one was
ever meant to see. Now Eve is trapped in a web of murder and deceit as powerful enemies rush to cover up the truth, determined that their secrets
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go to the grave—even if Eve gets buried with them.
The Search Feb 21 2022 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • He strikes without warning. He kills without mercy. He's only just begun. As part of an
elite K-9 search and rescue team, Sarah Patrick and her golden retriever, Monty, have a gift for finding what no one else can. But their latest
assignment is not like the others. This time Sarah is being forced to take part in a deadly mission . . . by a man who knows enough about her past to
ensure her cooperation. Billionaire John Logan's top-secret venture has been sabotaged, its facilities destroyed, and its handpicked staff massacred.
The sole survivor is being held for ransom. Logan knows that the only way to save the man—and the secrets he holds—is to find him as soon as
possible. Sarah is furious when she is strong-armed into joining Logan on his search. And once she takes the perilous assignment, not even Logan's
promises that she and Monty will be safe may be enough to protect them. Because a killer is devising a sadistic vengeance . . . and he may soon find
use for Sarah.
Crossed Over Sep 26 2019 One mother's son is killed in a tragic accident; another's daughter murders two people in a wild rage. From these bitter
facts, Beverly Lowry--the first child's mother and an acclaimed novelist--has fashioned a memoir in which the objectivity of true-crime reportage
resonates with acute feeling and even, ultimately, with redemption. In Houston, in the early morning hours of June 13, 1983, twenty-three-year-old
Karla Faye Tucker showed up with two friends at the apartment of a man they hated, Jerry Lynn Dean. Fired by a lost weekend of drugs and bravado,
during which their grievances against Jerry Lynn became magnified out of all proportion, they had it in mind to steal motorcycle parts. Maybe to
scare him a little. But by the time they left, both Dean and his chance, one-night companion had been murdered with such thorough wickedness as to
ensure Karla's place among the handful of young white women on Death Row in this country. The next fall, outside of Austin, Beverly Lowry's son
Peter, after an increasingly troubled adolescence, was back in high school and back living at home when he was killed--an unsolved hit-and-run. He
was eighteen. The despair that descended into Lowry's life seemed without end, but eventually and almost inevitably she became obsessed by the
beautiful young killer whose photograph she'd seen in a Houston newspaper. "If Peter hadn't been killed," she writes, "I would not have made that
first trip up to see Karla Faye." In Crossed Over, Beverly Lowry reveals how Tucker, a full-time addict and part-time prostitute, had been dealt this
fate as a child--only to pursue it relentlessly herself in Houston's violent subculture of bikers and outlaws. Working backward from the murders,
Lowry delves into character and motive, looking for reasons that might explain these unthinkable acts. But this is also an account of the unlikely and
powerful friendship between a writer--a mother--coming to terms with her loss and a young woman who, even under the sentence of death, begins
the life she'd never before had a chance to lead. Crossed Over is a story of crime and punishment, but more importantly it explores the connection
between grief and hope, and between different kinds of victims. In the end, what Beverly Lowry uncovers is the unexpected ability of life, however
blighted the circumstances, to assert its best, most urgent claim upon us.
Close Your Eyes Jun 15 2021 Using carefully honed sensory skills gleaned from a childhood spent blind to solve cases, music therapist Kendra
Michael is tapped by former FBI agent Adam Kyle, who is investigating the work of a serial killer who may be responsible for the disappearance of
Kendra's ex. Reprint. 750,000 first printing.
London's Perfect Scoundrel Mar 01 2020 A determined young lady vows to give one of London's infamous rakes his comeuppance -- but when the
rogue turns the tables, who truly learns a lesson in love? Beloved Sinner The ton gossips call him "Saint" -- but the Marquisof St. Aubyn has well
earned his reputation as London's perfect scoundrel. Evelyn Ruddick knows she should avoid him at all costs -- but the strikingly beautiful lady wants
to aid the children of the Heart of Hope Orphanage, and he heads the board of trustees. Evie is determined to teachthe charming, arrogant man a
lesson in compassion, but it won't be so easy -- especially since his touch is setting her desire aflame, making Evie yearn to submit to his passionate
instruction ... The idea of joining in her "project" is unthinkable, but this enchantress refuses to give up! So what else is there for a self-respecting
rake to do but seduce the lady? Yet soon it is he who is beingseduced by Evie's tender heart and fiery blushes. Could the temptation of long,
passionate nights in her arms bring about the impossible? Could the disreputable Saint at long last be reformed?
Quicksand Jul 17 2021 Obsessed with finding her daughter, Bonnie, forensic sculptor Eve Duncan enlists the aid of Dr. Megan Blair to help bring
Bonnie's killer to justice, embarking on a quest that will either bring her closure and revenge or destroy everything she cares about
A Face to Die For Mar 25 2022 Eve Duncan attempts to unearth one of history’s mostintriguing lost secrets in this adventure ripped from the pages
of Greek mythology, by #1 New York Times bestselling author Iris Johansen. Archaeologist Riley Smith has been obsessed with Helen of Troy since
she was a small girl, trailing her professor father all over the world in search of the tomb of the world’s most beautiful woman. Professor Smith put
his life on the line to prove that, instead of a myth, Helen had been a living, breathing queen. Riley seeks the help of forensic sculptor Eve Duncan,
who has the unusual skills necessary to recreate the face that launched a thousand ships—revealing Helen’s true appearance for the first time in
history. But convincing Eve to take on the challenge will be difficult because her efforts could come at great personal risk to her and her family…
Tomb raiders have murdered Riley’s father, and now she is more determined than ever to reach the burial site first, avenge his death, and enlist
Eve’s aid. Also on hand to help is dashing fixer and treasure hunter Michael Cade, but could he have his own secret agenda when it comes to finding
Helen? Now both Riley and Eve are in danger and in a race across one of the most remote parts of the world. All they have is their trust in each other
and their belief in a dream as they hunt for Helen.
Hunting Eve Jun 27 2022 Hunting Eve is the next New York Times bestseller in Iris Johansen's pulse-pounding series that Kirkus Reviews calls
"filled with intriguing twists and characters and an overarching mystery that will keep fans coming back." She was taken for a reason. Chosen for her
skills as a forensic sculptor. Abducted by the deranged father of a serial killer and forced to reconstruct his dead son's skull from bone fragments.
Now Eve Duncan has escaped her captor—and she's running for her life. Alone. Unarmed. In the mountains of Colorado, Eve must use all of her
strength, courage, and wits to survive this madman's obsession. But Jim Doane is not the only player in the game. While Joe Quinn, Jane MacGuire,
and Kendra Michaels search for Eve in the abandoned mining town that could be her ultimate refuge—or her grave—a stranger with ties to her longago past is closing in, circling like a wolf, and HUNTING EVE.
Fatal Tide Nov 20 2021 In this electrifying novel of suspense, #1 New York Times bestselling author Iris Johansen takes us deep below the surface,
where a ruthless killer strikes without warning, without mercy—and with the deadliest intent. Marine researcher Melis Nemid is treading dangerous
water—and she’s about to be dragged under. Melis knows something that has already caused one oceanographer to disappear from the face of the
earth . . . and that’s only part of a past torn by violence and betrayal. She thought she had put that past behind her when she arrived at her
Caribbean island home to research dolphin behavior. But Melis’s peace—and her life—are about to be shattered by a savage killer who is cutting a
path of destruction and death that leads directly to her. Only one person can save her—a man who claims to be a fellow oceanographer. But what this
enigmatic stranger really wants, Melis may not discover until it’s too late. Because whoever is after her knows her fears intimately. And soon Melis
will be forced to relive them all over again. Except for the final nightmare—the one she cannot possibly survive.
Gone By Morning Oct 08 2020 New York City in June is no joke--and as a wave of violence engulfs the sweltering city, an even greater danger looms
in this riveting thriller for fans of Iris Johansen and Tess Gerritsen. As the heat rises on a New York summer, a suicide bomb set off in a Times Square
subway station nearly claims the life of 68-year-old ex-madam Kathleen. Then a woman is brutally murdered, her body dumped on a marshy beach in
Queens. The woman, Sharon, was last seen by 26-year-old Emily--a Deputy Press Officer working at City Hall--getting into a car in front of the
building where she and Kathleen both live in far upper Manhattan. Emily requests an autopsy report from the Chief of the NYPD, but she doesn't
realize the gravity of using her position to gain information. Things turn deadly when a bomb is planted in her building, gutting it with a raging
fireball. Kathleen, Emily, and Emily's two-year-old daughter, Skye, barely escape with their lives. Could Kathleen's criminal history be at the heart of
the violence? If Emily can't help her, Kathleen could spend the rest of her life in prison. And when Emily discovers a shocking connection between
herself and Kathleen, the stakes become impossibly high. By the time Emily realizes she's in grave danger, it may be too late. She's beyond the reach
of the cops, of City Hall, of her family...and a killer is closing in fast.
Blind Alley Dec 30 2019 Forensic sculptor Eve Duncan confronts her ultimate challenge when she is asked to identify the victims of a vicious serial
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killer who is going to remarkable lengths to hide the identity of his victims, but her task faces unexpected challenges that could turn her own life
upside down. 300,000 first printing.
Blood Game May 27 2022 In the aftermath of the murder of a senator's daughter, Eve Duncan is horrified by the killer's tactic of draining the victim's
blood, as the case draws her into the web of a serial killer who taunts her with hints about her missing daughter.
Stalemate Sep 18 2021 The suspense begins with a phone call and leads forensic sculptor Eve Duncan onto the harrowing trail of a killer that even
the most cold-blooded killers fear to face. No one leaves this game alive Her skill in identifying murder victims was worldrenowned, but Eve Duncan
worked only for law enforcement and the families of innocent victims. The man on the other end of the phone was anything but law-abiding or
innocent. She’d already turned down his offer twice, but the third time it comes with a grisly warning. Forced to accept, Eve will leave everything
and everyone she loves to travel alone to the luxurious armed compound of one of the world’s most wanted criminals to identify a skull he’s
recovered. She’s agreed to this devil’s bargain to save an innocent family, but also for a reason she can’t admit to the police, to the CIA, to anyone.
For the man in the Colombian jungle promises Eve what she wants most of all—the key to solving the most painful mystery of her past.
No One to Trust Oct 20 2021 The #1 New York Times bestselling author of Final Target, Iris Johansen raises the stakes and the heart rate with this
relentless new thriller that follows the harrowing trail of a ruthless killer on the hunt—and the woman who is determined to hunt him down. He is the
most terrifying of killers: ruthless, cunning, charismatic. And he has the means to get whatever he wants. And what Rico Chavez wants most is Elena
Kyler—and he wants her dead. Trained as an assassin, Elena didn’t need anyone to survive. But now she finds herself on the run from one dangerous
man and turning for help to another. Sean Galen was a man without illusions. He knew it was only desperation that caused Elena to accept his
help—a mother’s desperation to save her young son from a psychopath father who would raise their son in his own chilling image. And yet he was
determined to get this woman who had never been able to trust anyone or anything in her whole life to accept him as her ally. But both Galen and
Elena know that Chavez’s power and wealth mean there is no place they can be safe and no one they can trust—not even each other. Already
Chavez’s assassins and connections to those in the highest positions of power have turned this into a war with no rules. With two shocking acts of
brutal violence, Chavez shows he will stop at nothing and that nothing will stop him. Soon a trail of horrifying murders will follow Galen and Elena
across country to a last stand and a shattering showdown. For Chavez is a master of control and he wants more than just to take Elena’s life. He
wants her alive long enough to see him destroy every reason she has for living. He wants her to turn against everything and everyone she ever
believed in. He wants her to commit the ultimate act of betrayal. And by the time he is through, he wants her to beg him to take the only thing she’ll
have left to give: her life.
Sight Unseen Jul 05 2020 She was safe in a world of darkness. Now danger threatens in the cold light of day... Before the experimental surgery that
gave her sight, Kendra Michaels developed her other senses to an amazing capacity. Now she can identify a Nissan by the sound of its engine, a
Norelco electric razor by the pattern of stubble it leaves behind, or an obscure colorless fire accelerant by its sweet smell. Law enforcement agencies
clamor for her rare powers of perception and observation, too often disrupting the life she has built helping others through music therapy. Because
so very often, only Kendra can get the job done. But in this case, it's Kendra who first realizes that the apparent traffic accident on San Diego's
historic Cabrillo Bridge is in fact a murder scene, and she rushes to alert the police before crucial evidence is destroyed. As the body count rises and
one murder unveils another, a gruesome pattern emerges. Someone is killing people in ways that mirror Kendra's most notorious cases. She has a
fan: someone who admires her work and is twisted enough to show that admiration through murder--while naming himself after the biggest art
forger of the 20th century. He views himself not as a monster but as an artist. And he is not working alone. In Iris Johansen's New York Times
bestseller, Sight Unseen, as the darkness closes in, near enough to touch Kendra and those she loves, Kendra must come face to face with her
greatest fears--and her most ruthless enemy. A man who moves through the shadows, a man she may even know, who hides behind the mask of
sanity, sight unseen.
Pandora's Daughter Jul 25 2019 Building a successful practice on her ability to empathize with her patients, physician Megan Blair is haunted by the
mysterious loss in childhood of her mother, from whom she inherited emerging psychic powers that others would exploit for murderous purposes.
500,000 first printing.
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